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PART ONE

OVERVIEW

1. Introduction.

RCA'S NEW MOBILE RADIO. TASHA: AVON. Setting: 3
Naming the field. Evaluation of current terms. Confusion remains. The importance of
the function: The owner's view. The economy's view. The social view. Major forces of
change operating today: Forces reducing the reward. Forces increasing the cost. Forces
increasing the difficulty and uncertainty. Positive forces to offset the negative. Success/
failure. Rates of new product activity. Need for further progress. The essential concepts:
New products mate technology and market. The product evolves. Conversion or tech-
nology transfer. Entrepreneurial spirit. Multidisciplinary effectiveness. Strategy. Con-
trol. The process of new products management: Definition of terms. The sequence of
steps involved.
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2. Innovation 43
Definitions: Invention versus innovation. Invention versus development. Creation versus
imitation. Innovative imitation versus mirror imitation. Science versus technology. Sup-
ply-pushed innovation versus demand-pulled innovation. Is innovation good? Socially.
Economically. What is the key source of innovation: Corporations or individuals? The
evidence. The role for the individual. Technology transfer. Social impact. Enter the
smaller corporation. Summary. Characteristics of innovation that are important to man-
agement: The uncertainty of innovation. Resistance to innovation. Accidents, or seren-
dipity. The cost curve of innovation.

PART TWO

STRATEGY

3. Strategic Planning for New Products: The Product Innovation C h a r t e r . . . . 67
Definition of strategy. The purpose of business strategy. Special role for strategy in new
products management . Frustrations peculiar to new products strategy. The product in-
novation charter: The strategic arena. Goals of the new product activity. Program to
achieve goals. Generalized patterns of strategy: Positional. Innovative. Venturing. Con-
trasts within an industry.

4. Strategy: The Process and Its Management 113
Corporate levels requiring product innovation charters: Groups with a charter. Groups
without a charter. The strategic planning process for new products: The contribution of
overall corporate strategic planning. The contribution of ongoing marketing planning.
The contribution of a special situation analysis. Reconciliation of all strategic arena
charters. Contingency planning. Application to nonprofit organizations. Evaluating and
revising product innovation charters. Some new products strategies never have a chance.
Criticisms of new products strategy.

PART THREE

ORGANIZATION

5. Organizational Concepts and Options 143
Inputs to the decision process: Strategy is the dominant input. What is organization?
Why is new products organization a special problem? Relevant concepts as inputs. The
participants/roles. The options: Level. Function. Form.

6. The Implementation of Organizational Concepts 168 ,
The most common structures: Nothing special. The new products committee. A matrix j,
team. The product manager. The independent new products department. Supplemental A
forms: Outside organizations. Upstream and downstream coupling. In-house competi- j
tion. Summary on options. The decision process: The level decision is first. Break down J'
the overall operation into business units. Locate the power point. Provide a functional
mix. Assemble and integrate. Special aspects: The interface problem. Multinational
variations. The temporary organization. The special role of top management.
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PART FOUR

CONCEPT GENERATION

7. Concept Generation: Creative Process and People 201
Introduction: What is a new product concept? The concept generation process is not
well understood. The managerial task is more than creativity. Outline of this four-
chapter set (Chapters 7-10). The creative process: The sequence of steps. The prag-
matic elements in the sequence. Summary. The creative person: What is desirable crea-
tivity? Creative potential versus performance. The identification of creative people.
Conclusion. Management of the creativity function: Overall management styles. Moti-
vation. Special techniques of management. Physical environment.

8. The New Product Concept-Generating Process 224
Introduction: A new product concept. Product versus need or R&D versus marketing.
The market selection methodology. Techniques for stimulating new product creativity.
Typology classification. Attribute analysis: Dimensional analysis. Function analysis.
Benefit analysis. Use analysis. Checklists. Attribute extension. Pseudoproduct test. Sys-
tems analysis. Unique properties. Hierarchical design. Weaknesses. Achilles' heel.
Need assessment: Composite listing. Problem analysis. Gap analysis. Market segmen-
tation. Relative brand profile.

9. Stimulating Techniques. , : 263
Relationships analysis: Two-dimensional matrix. Morphological or multidimensional
matrix. Forced relationships. Analogy. Free association. Scenario analysis: Methods
for developing scenarios. Group creativity: Brainstorming. Disciplines panel. Synectics.
Delphi. Think tanks. Collective notebook. Summary. Miscellaneous: Technological fore-
casting. Lateral thinking—avoidance. Creative stimuli. Stereotype solution. Cross-field
scientific compilation. Big winner. Key word monitoring. Patent search. Competitive
analysis. Use of the ridiculous.

10. Collecting and Handling New Product Ideas 294
Sources of new product ideas: Employees. Customers. Resellers. Suppliers/vendors.
Competitors. The invention industry. Miscellaneous. Handling the outside idea: Legal
background. Recommended procedure. Acceptable alternatives. The waiver. Conclu-
sions on concept generation: The psychology. The ethics. The sources. The lone inven-
tor. Today's needs.

PART FIVE

EVALUATION

11. The Concept Evaluation System . 317
The purposes of product proposal evaluation: To cull out the big loser and the sure
loser. To spotlight the potential big winners. To enhance the efficiency of the product
innovation operation. To give direction to later steps. To keep a balanced product
innovation portfolio. Other considerations. Problems and difficulties: Unforecastability
of all elements. The human factor. Pressures of exogenous forces. Problems of aging
data. The sophistication of newer techniques. Other considerations. The evaluation sys-
tem: Nature of the system. Applications within the system. Additional concepts.
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12. Evaluation Tools: Charter and Prescreening 341
The product innovation charter. Market description. Immediate response/entry evalua-
tion. Prescreening activities: Preliminary market analysis. Preliminary concept devel-
opment and testing.

13. Evaluation Tools: Screening and Prototype Testing 366
The purpose of a full screen. The procedure: The people. Development of scoring mod-
els. The factors. Weighting. Company examples. Special aspects. Computational ad-
vances. Conclusion. Protocol: Example of a protocol. Prototype: The testing.

14. Evaluation Tools: Product-Use Testing 390
The problem. A product-use test system. Purposes of product-use testing. Testing di-
mensions. Specific problems.

15. Evaluation Tools: Market Testing 410
Purposes of market testing. Modes of market testing. The attitude survey. The sales
wave test. The laboratory test market: The procedure. Appraisal. The controlled sale:
Methods. Choice criteria. The test market: Advantages. Objections. The decision mode.
The test parameters. Conclusion on test marketing. Evaluations similar to market test-
ing: The rollout. Postintroduction evaluation.

16. Economic Analysis 432
Purpose of the financial summary. Methodology of the financial summary. Sales fore-
casting: The set of methodologies. Economic analysis summary form. Completing the
economic analysis.
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COMMERCIALIZATION

17. Commercialization: Prelaunch Control 459
Introduction. The concept of managerial control: Critical elements-. The systems con-
cept: Systems development. Control techniques for new products: How complex a con-
trol system? Formats utilized. Reporting methods. The basic difficulties of new product
control. Other aspects. \

18. Commercialization: "The Launch Cycle 489
Phases of the launch cycle: Preparation. Announcement. Beachhead. Growth. Factors
causing variations in phase structure: Degree of learning required. Industrial versus
consumer. The firm's experience. The state of need. Aggregation. Product availability
and service. Degree of exogenous controls and pressures. Adoption and diffusion of
innovation: An innovation. The adoption process—for firms and individuals. The adop-
ter categories. Diffusion rationale and application. Combining adoption process and
adopter categories. Remaining issues.

19. Commercialization: The New Product Marketing Plan 516
The process of planning versus the plan itself: What does the plan document do? The
objections to planning. Marketing plan versus business plan. Preparation of the new
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product plan. Timing of plan preparation. Contents of the marketing plan: Introduction.
Situation analysis. Summary of problems and opportunities. Strategy.

20. Commercialization: The Marketing Tools 549
Advertising: Role or task. Objectives. Expenditure patterns. Budgeting. Proof of claims.
Pretesting. Experienced advice. Personal selling: Role or task. Issues or problems. Pric-
ing: An active tool. A very difficult decision. Pricing alternatives. Changing prices.
Discounts. Legal issues. Price-determining procedures.

21. Commercialization: The Marketing Tools (continued) 572
Distribution: The issues. What role is the distributor to play? Strategies in getting initial
distribution. The manufacturer/distributor confrontation. Distributor-motivating de-
vices. Summary. The product: The product itself. The branding. The packaging. Other
marketing tools: Sampling. Coupons. Premiums. Miscellaneous.

22. Commercialization: Launch Control and Special Aspects 604
Launch control: Confluent forces for launch control. Consequences. Current industry
practice. Launch control defined. Selecting the critical events. Selecting the actuating
events. Developing contingency plans. Designing the tracking system. A sample tracking
plan. Objections to launch control. Practitioner suggestions. Summary. Special aspects
of commercialization: Additional items sometimes found in new product marketing
plans. Special problems of short-lived products. Abandonment.

PART SEVEN

PUBLIC POLICY

23. Public Policy Issues 639
The bigger picture: A cycle of concern: Phase I .-Stirring. Phase II.Trial sup-
port. Phase IIT.The political arena. Phase TV .Regulatory adjustment. Business atti-
tudes toward product issues. Scope of the problems. The major problem arenas today.
Product liability: The legal history of product liability. Recent legislation.

24. Public Policy Issues (continued) N 657
Quality of the purchase decision. Ecology. Morality. Product performance. Monopoly.
Miscellaneous. The underlying residual issues: What are reasonable goals for action
here? Can the market system rule? The trade-off problem. How should we meet needs
that the market apparently cannot meet? Where should the costs fall? Miscellaneous.
Changing practices in the product development function: Strategy and policy. Control
systems. Product testing. Market testing. Education. External affairs.
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THE FUTURE //

i
25. The Future for New Products Management 679 j f
Future environmental conditions—general. Future environmental conditions—specific to '
new products. Changes forecast within the process of new products management. Spe-
cific new products or types of products.


